Georgetown-Scott County Planning Commission
Comprehensive Plan Executive Committee Meeting Minutes
Date: Tuesday, May 17th, 2016
In Attendance:
Rob Jones, Chairman
Megan Chan, staff
Dale Perry
Rick Hostetler
Kandice Whitehouse
Claude Christensen
Mike Hockensmith

Joe Kane, Director
Matt Summers, staff
Christie Robinson
Chad Wallace
Bill Burke
David Lusby

The meeting convened in the Planning Office at 5:00 p.m.

Welcome & Introductions
Joe Kane welcomed everyone to the meeting and said that this meeting
would focus on the reviewing the draft goals and objectives sent out to the
sub-committees. Christie Robinson motioned to approve minutes from the
previous meeting on March 15th, 2016, second by Rick Hostetler.

Scenario Planning
Matt discussed the scenario planning meeting on March 28th and how the
University of Louisville put together a report from the findings from each
group. Matt pointed out on page 14 of the analysis about the combinations
between categories and what it would mean for the different groups. Some
different feedback about the report, was the first cluster of categories, was
the solutions were high in a certain category to be adaptable and flexible and
being able to work things into the plan. The act of participating is a good
thing because it starts working on the social side of things. There is text of all
of the comments collected from each of the three groups available to review
if any of the committee members were interested in that.
Sub-Committee Updates
Megan Chan noted that the sub-committee’s numbers are dwindling and
how the staff would like to encourage people to come to the sub-committee
meetings. The Steering Committee was asked to give comments to raise
attendance. Having Committee say something during their own various
meetings, and staff posting the meeting on various social media networks

was recommended. Advertising public meeting in different avenues, like
pamphlets, social media, word of mouth, and the monthly meeting dates was
also suggested. Someone suggested to reach out to those that aren’t
attending and note how important it is to have the feedback from the
community. Reaching out to the Chamber for mass mailing lists of various
community groups to invite to the meetings. Megan noted some questions
from committee members about how involvement will help transition into
implementation because community members are worried that the work will
go to waste. The implementation part of the Comprehensive Plan and how to
achieve the goals in small projects or ordinance changes will be difficult but it
is important to do so. Reaching out to church leaders and other departments
to attend meeting about what they’re missing out on.
Process Update
Megan Chan noted that the committees finished up their goals and
objectives and staff is now working on an outline of where certain text is
going to go. The goals were noted in the committee packet and Megan
described how some committee’s goals were similar and were combined.
Housing was a big issue and is discussion between builders and managing
growth and each of the chapters talk about certain forms of managing
growth since the projections are such dramatic growth.
Draft Outline
Megan described how the outline is basic and will get more in depth as time
goes on and the text gets added to the document. Strong goals that are
simple and easy to read will be first to help the reader understand the text
that will be after.
Land Use
Joe read and discussed the goals from Land Use and Form. The Committee
was asked to look through the goals and offer any feedback. Developing the
USB and FLU in June have the Land Use committee look at the USB in Scott
County and come up with guidelines and recommendations to expand it in
regards to access to roads, geographic limits, etc.; rather than look at specific
parcels and decide for boundaries and expansions. In July a FLU map will be
made. One meeting will be for each city to discuss the FLU and USB and
come up with a draft FLU map from three areas. This will be ready to present
to public in August and give the public the opportunity the choice to apply
and go through the planning commission to amend to the draft map. A

committee member brought up that the individual should go in front of the
committee instead of P&Z about the USB, and Megan stated that the Land
Use committee would be making a recommendation to the Planning
Commission so it would be good for the committee to generally look at the
USB before bringing it to the Planning Commission. A committee member
brought up an instance where once the USB began to be looked at no new
person could be added to the committee and they served as a
“recommendation” committee whether a parcel could be changed within the
USB and their recommendation was brought to the planning commission. It
was suggested to make a mailing list to property owners who are contiguous
to the USB about the future. A small fee would be added and Joe stated that
he would need to do more research about past inclusions.
Infrastructure
Transportation was broken out because the sub-committee is so vast. Some
comments were that a call for data was given out about their capital
improvements and needs in the next five years to hopefully look at the public
facilities that are needed to serve anticipated development. There was a
baseline for all local services to establish where we are now and the impact
on future growth. A big transportation master plan is something that is
needed and the maintenance impacts on the future that need to be
improved to stay up to date with current growth. It was discussed whether it
is needed to hire an outside consultant to assist the staff in transportation
planning. A member asked if it would include the storm water problem and it
was stated that it was in subsection seven about the long term maintenance
for storm water infrastructure. High speed access was a big concern in quite
a few sub-committees and the steering committee discussed the different
government/provider initiatives to bring those kinds of services to the
county.
Outline
Megan Chan and Matt Summers went through the rest of the goals with the
Steering Committee and talked about some general objectives under some
of the goals. They discussed the education and workforce training, economic
growth and diversifying opportunities for employment. Environmental
aspects of the future of Scott County were slightly summarized.

Public Meeting Outline
Megan discussed the primary goal for the public meeting which is to discuss
the goals and objectives from each sub-committee with the community.
General information, the steering committee and each sub-committee will
have a table where the public can visit each table to see how the
Comprehensive plan work has been the past few months and what the
committees will be at going forward. A committee member feels that
Stamping Ground and Sadieville need to get addressed more within the text
of the Comprehensive Plan. The committee agreed that it will be addressed
as “all cities” or be addressed individually. The breakout will be the public can
choose where they want to be in the public meeting to what interests them.
There were no other business and the meeting was adjourned at 6:50PM.

